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Eventually, you will very discover a other experience and deed by spending more cash. yet when? realize you understand that you require to get those all needs as soon as having significantly cash? Why dont
you try to acquire something basic in the beginning? Thats something that will lead you to comprehend even more regarding the globe, experience, some places, behind history, amusement, and a lot more?

It is your no question own mature to pretense reviewing habit. along with guides you could enjoy now is Disagree Synonym below.

The American Heritage College Thesaurus Manik Joshi
is a great resource anywhere you go; it is an easy tool that has just the
words completed description you want and need! The entire dictionary is an
alphabetical list of English words with their full description plus special
Alphabet, Irregular Verbs and Parts of speech. It will be perfect and very
useful for everyone who needs a handy, reliable resource for home, school,
office, organization, students, college, government officials, diplomats,
academics, professionals, business people, company, travel, interpreting,
reference and learning English. The meaning of words you will learn will
help you in any situations in the palm of your hand. ist eine großartige
Ressource überall hin mitnehmen; Es ist ein einfaches Werkzeug, das nur die
Wörter vervollständigt hat, die Sie wollen und brauchen! Das gesamte
Wörterbuch ist eine alphabetische Liste von englischen Wörtern mit ihrer
vollständigen Beschreibung plus spezielle Alphabet , unregelmäßige Verben
und Wortarten. Es wird für alle perfekt und sehr nützlich sein , die eine
praktische und zuverlässige Ressource für zu Hause braucht, Schule, Büro,
Organisation, Studenten, College, Regierungsbeamte, Diplomaten,
Wissenschaftler, Fachleute, b usiness Menschen, Unternehmen, Reisen,
Dolmetschen, Nachschlagen und Lernen Englisch. Die Bedeutung von Wörtern,
die du lernen wirst, wird dir in jeder Situation in deiner Hand helfen

Dictionary of 15- to 18-Letter Words: Words You Should Know Pearson Education India
Make workplace conflict resolution a game that EVERYBODY wins! Recent studies show that typical
managers devote more than a quarter of their time to resolving coworker disputes. The Big Book of
Conflict-Resolution Games offers a wealth of activities and exercises for groups of any size that let you
manage your business (instead of managing personalities). Part of the acclaimed, bestselling Big
Books series, this guide offers step-by-step directions and customizable tools that empower you to
heal rifts arising from ineffective communication, cultural/personality clashes, and other specific
problem areas—before they affect your organization's bottom line. Let The Big Book of Conflict-
Resolution Games help you to: Build trust Foster morale Improve processes Overcome diversity issues
And more Dozens of physical and verbal activities help create a safe environment for teams to explore

several common forms of conflict—and their resolution. Inexpensive, easy-to-implement, and proved
effective at Fortune 500 corporations and mom-and-pop businesses alike, the exercises in The Big
Book of Conflict-Resolution Games delivers everything you need to make your workplace more
efficient, effective, and engaged.
Parenting Matters Disha Publications
501 Synonyms and Antonym Questions is designed to help students prepare for the verbal
sections of most assessment and entrance exams. The book increases a student's vocabulary and
refines their knowledge of words, bringing about higher standardized test scores and more
effective verbal and written communication. Questions in this book prepare students for the
synonym and antonym problems found on most standardized tests-including high school
entrance exams, the SAT, civil service exams, and the GRE. The book increases in difficulty as
students move through each exercise. All answers are explained, featuring short definitions and
terms that clarify word meanings and their opposites for effective studying and positive
reinforcement.
Olympiad Champs English Class 3 with Past Olympiad Questions 3rd Edition
Allied Publishers
Presents synonyms and antonyms for thousands of slang and regional words
along with the more stable lexicon of English words, all in an A-to-Z format.
Understanding Contemporary American Conservatism Merriam-Webster Incorporated
Bringing both the science, and the real-life applications, of positive psychology to life for students This
revision of the cutting edge, most comprehensive text for this exciting field presents new frameworks for
understanding positive emotions and human strengths. The authors—all leading figures in the
field—show how to apply the science to improve schooling, the workplace, and cooperative lifestyles
among people. Well-crafted exercises engage students in applying major principles in their own lives, and
more than 50 case histories and comments from leaders in the field vividly illustrate key concepts as they
apply to real life.
Objective English Manik Joshi
Contemporary American conservatism – a mélange of ideas, people, and organizations – is difficult
to define; even conservatives themselves are unable to agree about its essential meaning. Yet the
conservative movement is well financed, exerts strong influence in the Republican Party, inspires
followers throughout the land, and has spawned a network of think tanks and media outlets that are the
envy of its competitors. It is a powerful political force with which to be reckoned. This book examines
how that has come about and what contemporary conservatism signifies for US politics and policy. It
looks at the recent history of conservatism in America as well as its antecedents in the UK, traces
changes over time using American National Election Study data from 1972 to the present in what it
means when people say they are conservatives, and assesses the prospects for American conservatism,
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both in the near term electoral context and over the longer term as well.
501 Synonym & Antonym Questions CreateSpace
Completely updated and featuring more than 60,000 synonyms and antonyms.
The Synonym Finder Manik Joshi
The thoroughly Revised & Updated 3rd Edition of “Olympiad Champs English Class 3 with Past
Olympiad Questions” is a complete preparatory book not only for Olympiad but also for Class 3
English. The book is prepared on content based on National Curriculum Framework prescribed by
NCERT. This new edition has been empowered with Past Questions from various Olympiad Exams like
IEO, IOEL, GTSE, etc. in both the exercises of every chapter. Further the book Provides engaging
content with the help of Teasers, Do You Know, Amazing Facts & Illustrations, which enriches the
reading experience for the children. The questions are divided into two levels Level 1 and Level 2. The
first level, Level 1, is the beginner’s level which comprises of questions like fillers, analogy and odd one
out. The second level is the advanced level. Level 2 comprises of questions based on techniques like
matching, chronological sequencing, picture, passage and feature based, statement correct/ incorrect,
integer based, puzzle, grid based, crossword, Venn diagram, table/ chart based and much more.
Solutions and explanations are provided for all questions at the end of each chapter.
Olympiad Champs English Class 3 with Past Olympiad Questions 4th Edition Merriam-Webster
This book is designed to introduce doctoral and graduate students to the process of conducting scientific
research in the social sciences, business, education, public health, and related disciplines. It is a one-stop,
comprehensive, and compact source for foundational concepts in behavioral research, and can serve as a
stand-alone text or as a supplement to research readings in any doctoral seminar or research methods
class. This book is currently used as a research text at universities on six continents and will shortly be
available in nine different languages.
Case Study Research Disha Publications
2600 Useful Formal Words and Their Meanings Formal words are used in the official language. These
words are used in ‘official’ or formal writing. In this book, you will study and learn useful formal
words, the names of parts of speech they belong to and their meanings. || Sample This: Formal Words
-- A 01 -- abandonment [n.] -- (a). the act of leaving a person, place or thing without intending to return
| (b). the act of giving up a practice, a course of action or a way of thinking completely and permanently
[synonyms: desertion, forsaking] 02 -- abate [v.] -- to become less strong or widespread; to make
something less strong or widespread. [synonyms: decline, subside] 03 -- abhorrence [n.] -- a feeling of
strong hate for a way of thinking or behaving for moral reasons [synonyms: detestation, disgust, hatred,
loathing, repugnance] 04 -- abstemious [adj.] -- not allowing yourself to indulge too much in enjoyable
activities such as eating food or drinking alcohol [synonym: ascetic] 05 -- abstraction [n.] -- (a). a general
idea or quality rather than a real person, object, event or situation | (b). the state of thinking deeply
about sth and lacking concentration or not paying attention to what is happening around one.
[synonyms: absentmindedness, inattentiveness, distractedness] 06 -- abstruse [adj.] -- complicated and
difficult to understand especially when it could be explained in an easier way [synonyms: perplexing,
puzzling] 07 -- abut [v.] -- (of an area of land or a building) to be next to sth or to have a common
boundary with the side of sth [synonym: adjoin] 08 -- abyss [n.] -- (a). a very deep wide crack or opening
in the ground 09 -- acclamation [n.] -- loud, noisy and enthusiastic approval or welcome [synonyms:
approbation, commendation] 10 -- ache [v.] -- (b). to have a strong desire for sb/sth or to do sth 11 --
acme [n.] -- the highest point or stage of development, achievement or the most excellent example of sth
[synonyms: peak, summit, zenith] 12 -- acolyte [n.] -- a person who attends, follows and helps a leader 13
-- aesthete [n.] -- a person who has a love, understanding, sensitivity and appreciation of works of art and

beautiful things 14 -- affecting [adj.] -- producing strong feelings of distress, pity, regret, sorrow, or
sympathy, etc. 15 -- aged [adj.] -- very old; grown old [synonym: matured] 16 -- aggrandize [v.] -- to
increase power, wealth, importance or status of a person or country [synonyms: enhance, extend] 17 --
airy [adj.] -- (a). showing no worry about sth or not treating sth as serious | (b). -- not serious or practical
18 -- akin [adj.] -- (a). having some of the essential same qualities [synonym: similar] | (b). related by
blood 19 -- allusive [adj.] -- containing a word or phrase that makes a reference to a specific person,
event, place, etc. in an indirect way 20 -- aloft [adv.] -- high up in or into the air; far above the ground
[synonym: overhead] 21 -- amid (prep.] -- (a). in the middle or course of something (b). surrounded by sth
22 -- amity [n.] -- a friendly relationship [synonyms: concord, harmony] 23 -- anew [adv.] -- (a). again but
in a new or different and more positive way | (b). once more [synonym: again] 24 -- anodyne [adj.] -- not
likely to cause disagreement or offense; not expressing strong opinions [synonyms: bland, insipid] | (b).
capable of relieving pain 25 -- antagonistically (adv.) -- In a manner that shows or feels dislike or
opposition [synonym: hostility] 26 -- arcane [adj.] -- strange, secret and mysterious and therefore
knowable or understandable only to a few people [synonyms: esoteric, unfathomable] 27 -- artifice [n.] --
the clever use of tricks to cheat or deceive sb [synonyms: deception, pretense] | (b). a skilled piece of
workmanship 28 -- audacity [n.] -- rude, shocking or disrespectful behavior [synonyms: cheek, daring,
impudence, nerve] 29 -- august [adj.] -- respected, dignified and impressive [synonyms: imposing,
majestic] 30 -- aureate [adj.] -- (a). (especially of language) decorated or elaborated in a complicated way
| (b). made of gold or having the color of gold [synonym: golden] 31 -- aver [v.] -- to state firmly that sth
is certainly true [synonyms: assert, avow] 32 -- avow [v.] -- to publicly express your opinion about sth in a
firm way [synonym: affirm]
Positive Psychology Disha Publications
2250 Useful Verbs and Their Meanings Verbs are words that show action, state of being, or occurrence and form
the main part of the predicate of a sentence. The basic form of a verb is known as its infinitive. In this book, you
will study and learn useful English verbs along with their meanings. || Sample this: English Verbs -- A 01 --
abase -- to behave in a way so as to make someone that he/she does seem unimportant [synonyms: belittle,
degrade, demean, humiliate, subjugate] 02 -- abate -- to become less strong or widespread; to make something
less strong or widespread. [synonyms: decline, subside] 03 -- abduct -- to illegally and forcefully take sb away and
keep them as a prisoner, especially in order to get sth such as money for returning them [synonym: kidnap] 04 --
abet -- to help or encourage or support sb to do sth wrong or illegal 05 -- abhor -- to strongly hate a way of
thinking or behaving for moral reasons [synonyms: detest, despise, loathe] 06 -- abrade -- to remove part of the
surface of sth, such as rock or skin, and damage it or make it rough by rubbing it against sth rough and hard i.e.
by friction or erosion [synonyms: graze, roughen, scrape] 07 -- abridge -- to make a shortened version of an
‘original text’ [synonyms: abbreviate, shorten] 08 -- abrogate -- to officially cancel or end sth such as a law,
agreement, contract, decision, etc. and make them no longer valid [synonyms: repeal, revoke, rescind] 09 --
abstract -- (a). to extract or remove something from something else | (b). to consider something theoretically or
separately from (something else) | (c). to make a written summary of the main points of an argument, theory or a
book, etc. 10 -- abut -- (of an area of land or a building) to be next to sth or to have a common boundary with the
side of sth [synonym: adjoin] 11 -- acclaim -- to praise, admire or welcome sb/sth enthusiastically and publicly 12
-- ache -- (a). to feel continuous pain in a part of your body [synonym: hurt] | (b). to have a strong desire for
sb/sth or to do sth | (c). to be very sad or distressed 13 -- adore -- to be very fond of something or to like sb very
much [synonyms: admire, love] 14 -- affect -- (a). to cause a change in someone or something; to have an impact
or an influence on someone or something | (b). to produce strong feelings of distress, pity, regret, sorrow, or
sympathy, etc. on sb | (c). (of a disease) to make sb become ill or sick; to have an impact on sb or a particular part
of the body | (d). -- to act as if you are feeling or thinking sth | (e). to try to impress other people by using or
wearing sth that looks special/unique; to behave insincerely or unnaturally to impress other people [synonym: put
on] 15 -- aggrandize -- to increase power, wealth, importance or status of a person or country [synonyms:
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enhance; extend] 16 -- aggravate -- (a). to intentionally irritate somebody [synonyms: annoy, exasperate] | (b).to
make an unpleasant situation or an illness worse or more serious [synonyms: exacerbate, worsen] 17 -- ante -- to
put a sum of money in poker before receiving cards 18 -- ape -- (a). to do sth in the same way as sb else, however
not in a proper manner [synonym: imitate] | (b). to irritate or make fun of sb by copying the way they behave,
talk, or walk, etc in an absurd manner [synonym: mimic] 19 -- appease -- (a). to make sb calmer and prevent them
from harming you by accepting their demands [synonyms: conciliate; soothe; pacify] | (b). to make or preserve
peace with a nation and avoid war by giving it what they want 20 -- arch -- (a). (of part of your body) to move and
form a curved shape | (b). to be in a curved line or shape across or over sth 21 -- aspire -- to direct your hopes,
efforts, etc. towards a particular career or activity [synonyms: aim, seek] 22 -- attain -- (a). to get something after a
lot of effort | (b). to reach a particular level, age, condition, etc. 23 -- aver -- to state firmly that sth is certainly true
[synonyms: assert, avow] 24 -- avow -- to publicly express your opinion about sth in a firm way [synonym: affirm]
Positive Psychology SAGE Publications
Reprint of the original, first published in 1871.
Dictionary of Verbs: Vocabulary Building Routledge
'The Merriam-Webster Thesaurus' offers over 157,000 synonyms, antonyms, related and
contrasted words and idioms, all alphabetically organised with brief definitions of shared
meanings.
Dictionary of Formal Words: Vocabulary Building Tor Books
Expand your language prowess with our MCQ guide - "Synonym & Antonym Mastery: MCQ Guide for
Vocabulary Enrichment." Tailored for language enthusiasts, students, and word connoisseurs, this comprehensive
resource offers a curated collection of multiple-choice questions to deepen your understanding of synonyms and
antonyms. From building a robust vocabulary to refining language precision, enhance your linguistic skills and
excel in various language assessments. Perfect your synonym and antonym knowledge, unlocking a world of
expressive possibilities. Elevate your language acumen and immerse yourself in the art of word mastery with
"Synonym & Antonym Mastery: MCQ Guide for Vocabulary Enrichment." Uncover the secrets to linguistic
richness with precision and depth.
Dictionary of 6-Letter Words: Words You Should Know McGraw Hill Professional
3600 Useful Adjectives and Their Meanings An adjective is a word that modifies or describes a
noun or pronoun. Adjectives can act as a complement to linking verbs or the verb “to be’.
Adjectives are said to be coordinate if they modify the same noun in a sentence. In this book, you
will study and learn useful English adjectives along with their meanings. || Sample This: English
Adjectives -- A 01 -- aberrant -- unusual or socially unacceptable; departing from an accepted
standard [synonyms: abnormal, deviant, nonstandard] 02 -- abiotic -- relating to non-living or
non-biological part of an ecosystem in the environment 03 -- able -- skillful or good at sth
[synonyms: talented, proficient] 04 -- abominable -- extremely bad or unpleasant and causing a
strong feeling of dislike or disapproval [synonyms: appalling, detesting, monstrous, repulsive] 05
-- abortive -- (of an action) failing to produce the intended result [synonyms: failed, fruitless,
unproductive, unsuccessful] 06 -- abridged -- a shortened version of an ‘original text’
[synonyms: abbreviated, shortened] 07 -- abrupt -- (a). involving action or change that is sudden,
rapid or unexpected in an unpleasant way | (b). speaking in an unfriendly manner 08 --
abstemious -- not allowing yourself to indulge too much in enjoyable activities such as eating food
or drinking alcohol [synonym: ascetic] 09 -- abstract -- (a). based on general ideas or principles |
(b). existing in thought or as an idea, separated from physical reality (c). not representing
somebody/something in a realistic way and expressing concepts only [synonyms: conceptual,
intangible, theoretical] 10 -- abstracted -- thinking deeply about sth and lacking concentration or

not paying attention to what is happening around one. [synonyms: absentminded, inattentive,
distracted, preoccupied] 11 -- abstractionist -- producing abstract works of art 12 -- abstruse --
complicated and difficult to understand especially when it could be explained in an easier way
[synonyms: perplexing, puzzling] 13 -- abyssal -- of or belonging to the ocean depths, especially
between about 3000 and 6000 meters down 14 -- accusative -- (in some languages such as Latin,
Greek and German) the form of a noun, a pronoun or an adjective when it is the direct object of a
verb or objects of prepositions. 15 -- ace -- very good [synonyms: top, world-class] 16 -- achy --
affected by an uninterrupted pain that is small in degree 17 -- acid -- (a). having a bitter sharp
taste like that of a lemon [synonym: sour] | (b). (of sb’s remarks) critical, rude and unkind
[synonym: sarcastic] 18 -- acquisitive -- eager to own to acquire and own money or new
possessions (material things) in a greedy way [synonyms: covetous, materialistic] 19 -- acrimonious
-- (a). (of an argument, a speech, discussion, behavior, etc.) angry and full of strong bitter, sharp or
harsh feelings and words | (b). having a strong unpleasant taste or smell 20 -- acyclic -- not
forming part of a cycle or not occurring in cycles 21 -- adamantine -- extremely strong; impossible
to break or smash 22 -- adaptable -- (a). to able to adjust or be adjusted to deal with new and
different situations or conditions [synonym: flexible] | (b). to able to be modified or suited for a
new use or purpose 23 -- adaptive -- having the ability to change when necessary in order to deal
with different or changing situations 24 -- adept -- good at doing difficult tasks [synonyms: skillful,
proficient] 25 -- adulterous -- of or involving physical relationship (intercourse) between a married
person and sb who is not their spouse or partner [synonyms: disloyal, treacherous] 26 --
advantaged -- being in or having a comparatively favorable position over others in terms of a
financial or social situation [synonym: privileged] 27 -- advantageous -- good, useful, helpful or
favorable in a particular situation [synonyms: beneficial, gainful]
GO TO Guide for CLAT & other Law Admission Tests with Passage based Questions 2nd
Edition SAGE
1625 Approving and Disapproving Words Approving words in English are words that are used to
show something (action, state, etc.) that you generally approve of or think is good. On the other
hand, disapproving words in English are words that are used to show something (action, state,
etc.) that you generally don’t approve of or think is bad. In this book, you will study and learn
various common approving and disapproving words, the parts of speech they belong to and their
meanings. Sample This: 01 -- abstruse [adj.] (often disapproving) -- complicated and difficult to
understand especially when could be explained in an easier way [synonyms: perplexing, puzzling]
02 -- acquisitive [adj.] (disapproving) -- eager to own to acquire and own money or new
possessions (material things) in a greedy way [synonyms: covetous, materialistic] 03 --
acquisitiveness [n.] (disapproving) -- excessive interest in acquiring and owning money or new
possessions (material things) in a greedy way [synonyms: covetousness, hoarding, materialism] 04
-- adaptability [n.] (approving) -- (a). the quality of being able to adjust or be adjusted to deal with
new and different situations or conditions [synonym: flexibility] | (b). the quality of being able to
be modified or suited for a new use or purpose 05 -- adaptable [adj.] (approving) -- (a). to able to
adjust or be adjusted to deal with new and different situations or conditions [synonym: flexible] |
(b). to able to be modified or suited for a new use or purpose 06 -- adaptableness [n.] (approving)
-- (a). the quality of being able to adjust or be adjusted to deal with new and different situations or
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conditions [synonym: flexibility] | (b). the quality of being able to be modified or suited for a new
use or purpose 07 -- adventurer [n.] (often disapproving) -- a man who enjoys taking risks or is
willing to take risks with a view to acquire political power or get success in a business, sometimes
in a dishonest way 08 -- adventuress [n.] (often disapproving) -- a woman who enjoys taking risks
or is willing to take risks with a view to acquire political power or get success in a business,
sometimes in a dishonest way 09 -- adventurism [n.] (disapproving) -- a willingness to take risks
with a view to acquire political power or to get success in a business, sometimes in a dishonest way
10 -- aesthete [n.] (sometimes disapproving) -- a person who has a love, understanding, sensitivity
and appreciation of works of art and beautiful things 11 -- affect [v.] (disapproving) -- to try to
impress other people by using or wearing sth that looks special/unique; to behave insincerely or
unnaturally to impress other people [synonym: put on] 12 -- aggrandize [v.] (disapproving) -- to
increase power, wealth, importance or status of a person or country [synonyms: enhance; extend]
13 -- aggrandizement [n.] (disapproving) -- an increase in the power, wealth, importance or status
of a person or country [synonyms: enhancement; extension] 14 -- agitator [n.] (disapproving) -- a
person who urges others to take part in a protest or rebel, especially a political one [synonyms:
campaigner, dissenter, protestor] 15 -- airhead [n.] (disapproving) -- an unintelligent or stupid
person [synonym: dreamer] 16 -- airy [adj.] (disapproving) -- not serious or practical 17 -- alarmist
[adj.] (disapproving) -- causing unnecessary fear and worry about sth dangerous and unpleasant
[synonyms: gloomy, panicky, pessimistic] || [n.] (disapproving) -- a person who causes
unnecessary fear and worry about sth dangerous and unpleasant [synonyms: cynic, pessimist,
worrywart] 18 -- alien [adj.] (a). (often disapproving) -- from another country, culture or society;
not native [synonym: foreign] | (b). (disapproving) -- unusual or unacceptable 19 -- amateur [n.]
(usually disapproving) -- an unskilled person [synonym: layperson] 20 -- amateurish [adj.] (usually
disapproving) -- done incompetently, inexpertly or unskillfully [synonym: unprofessional] 21 –
ambulance chaser [n.] (disapproving) -- a lawyer who earns money by making victims of accident
file claims in court 22 -- antiquated [adj.] (usually disapproving) -- (of things or ideas) out-of-date
and no longer useful, suitable or accepted for modern conditions [synonyms: obsolete, outdated,
outmoded] 23 -- ape [v.] (disapproving) -- (a). to do sth in the same way as sb else, however not in
a proper manner [synonym: imitate] | (b). to irritate or make fun of sb by copying the way they
behave, talk, or walk, etc in an absurd manner [synonym: mimic] 24 -- appease [v.] (usually
disapproving) -- (a). to make sb calmer and prevent them from harming you by accepting their
demands [synonyms: conciliate; soothe; pacify] | (b). to make or preserve peace with a nation and
avoid war by giving it what they want 25 -- appeasement [n.] (usually disapproving) -- (a). the act
or action of making sb calmer and preventing them from harming you by accepting their
demands [synonym: conciliation] | (b). the act or action of making or preserving peace with a
nation and avoiding war by giving it what they want
27000 English-German Words Dictionary With Definitions Rodale
Positive Psychology: The Scientific and Practical Explorations of Human Strengths comprehensively covers the
science and application of positive psychology. Authors Shane J. Lopez, Jennifer Teramoto Pedrotti, and C. R.
Snyder bring positive psychology to life by illustrating issues such as how psychological strength can help increase
positive outcomes in school and the workplace and promote cooperative relationships among people.
Furthermore, the book encourages readers to engage with concepts in order to understand positive emotions and
strengths, such as empathy, altruism, gratitude, attachment, and love. Over 50 case studies grounded in practice,

research, and the authors’ teaching experience reveal how positive psychological phenomena operate in the lives
of real people.
Dictionary of 10-Letter Words: Words You Should Know Manik Joshi
In this book, you will learn the meanings of 1075 useful 10-letter words. You will also find the names of the parts
of speech they belong to. I have also given synonyms for most of these words. Sample this: 01 -- aberrantly [adv.]
-- in a manner that is unusual or socially unacceptable; departing from an accepted standard [synonym:
abnormally] 02 -- abhorrence [n.] -- a feeling of strong hate for a way of thinking or behaving for moral reasons
[synonyms: detestation, disgust, hatred, loathing, repugnance] 03 -- abominable [adj.] -- extremely bad or
unpleasant and causing a strong feeling of dislike or disapproval [synonyms: appalling, detesting, monstrous,
repulsive] 04 -- abortively [adv.] -- (of an action) in a manner that fails to produce the intended result [synonyms:
fruitlessly, unproductively, unsuccessfully] 05 -- abrogation [n.] -- an act of officially canceling or ending sth such
as a law, agreement, contract, decision, etc. and making them no longer valid 06 -- abruptness [n.] -- (a). (of an
action) rapidness or unexpectedness [synonyms: hastiness, suddenness, unexpectedness] | (b). rudeness 07 --
abstemious [adj.] -- not allowing yourself to indulge too much in enjoyable activities such as eating food or
drinking alcohol [synonym: ascetic] 08 -- abstracted [adj.] -- thinking deeply about sth and lacking concentration
or not paying attention to what is happening around one. [synonyms: absentminded, inattentive, distracted,
preoccupied] 09 -- abstrusely [adv.] -- in a manner that is complicated and difficult to understand especially when
it could be explained in an easier way [synonyms: perplexingly, puzzlingly] 10 -- accusative [adj.] -- (in some
languages such as Latin, Greek and German) the form of a noun, a pronoun or an adjective when it is the direct
object of a verb, or objects of prepositions | [n.] -- a word in the accusative case 11 -- adamantine [adj.] --
extremely strong; impossible to break or smash 12 -- adaptively – in a manner that shows an ability to change
when necessary in order to deal with different or changing situations 13 -- adjectival [adj.] -- containing, being,
relating to or functioning as an adjective 14 -- adulterous [adj.] -- of or involving physical relationship
(intercourse) between a married person and sb who is not their spouse or partner [synonyms: disloyal,
treacherous] 15 -- advantaged [adj.] -- being in or having a comparatively favorable position over others in terms
of a financial or social situation [synonym: privileged] 16 -- adventurer [n.] -- a man who enjoys taking risks or is
willing to take risks with a view to acquire political power or to get success in a business, sometimes in a dishonest
way 17 -- affectedly [adv.] -- in an insincere, pretentious and unnatural way to impress other people 18 --
aggrandize [v.] -- to increase power, wealth, importance or status of a person or country [synonyms: enhance;
extend] 19 -- aggravated [adj.] -- (of crime or offense) involving further unnecessary violence or unpleasant
behavior 20 -- allusively [adv.] -- in a manner that contains a word or phrase that makes a reference to a specific
person, event, place, etc. in an indirect way 21 -- amateurism [n.] -- (a). the practicing of an activity, especially a
sport, for enjoyment or interest on an unpaid basis | (b). the fact, state or quality of being unskilled or not
competent at a particular activity. 22 -- ambassador [n.] -- (a). a high-ranking official, who is representative to a
foreign country [synonyms: diplomat, envoy] | (b). a promoter of a particular activity 23 -- anticlimax [n.] -- a
series of ideas arranged in the order of decreasing importance 24 -- antiquated [adj.] -- (of things or ideas) out-of-
date and no longer useful, suitable or accepted for modern conditions [synonyms: obsolete, outdated, outmoded]
25 -- aristocrat [n.] -- a member of the highest social class or position who often has special titles such as that of
duke or duchess 26 -- aspiration [n.] -- a strong desire to be successful in a particular career or activity [synonyms:
aim, ambition, goal] 27 -- audibility [n.] -- the quality, fact or degree of being loud enough to be heard clearly by
the ear.
Roget's thesaurus National Academies Press
GO TO Guide for CLAT & other Law Admission Tests with latest-pattern Passage based Questions, as
the name suggests, is a One Stop Solution for all your requirements for all the Law Admission Tests -
CLAT, AILET, SLAT etc. The new edition is now empowered with 2021 CLAT & AILET Papers. The
DISTINCT and MOST VALUABLE feature of the book comprises newly created passage based
questions on General Knowledge, Logical Reasoning (Puzzles, Problem Solving), Elementary
Mathematics (Data Interpretation & Data Analysis) exactly in the LATEST pattern of CLAT which will
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not be found in any other book till date. The book also covers the Passage- based Questions in the various
sections as per the latest pattern of CLAT. The book covers different sections of the exams divided into
more than 50 chapters - Legal Aptitude (8 chapters), English Language (10 chapters), Logical Reasoning
(16 chapters), Elementary Mathematics (15 chapters) & General Knowledge (5 chapters). A separate
section - Indian Constitution and Polity – divided into 10 chapters has been provided in the book to
help aspirants master the topic. Special emphasis has been laid on this section for the purpose of building
the aspirants’ basic foundation for the Legal Aptitude section. It will help the aspirants understand
every legal aspect, implication and relevance of Indian Constitution and Polity, so that cracking the Legal
Aptitude section of CLAT becomes a cakewalk for them. The book covers Previous Years’ Questions of
CLAT as well as AILET from 2015 - 2021 in the respective chapters of the different sections. A large
number of questions for extensive practice have been given under every chapter with the solutions
provided at the end of the chapter. In all the book contains 3300+ MCQs.
Pocket Oxford American Dictionary and Thesaurus Sarup & Sons
"The Pocket Oxford American Dictionary & Thesaurus" is the ideal all-in-one portable reference, with a
dictionary and thesaurus combined in one handy, integrated volume.
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